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We show how the weight of automorphic forms is related to the holomorphic positive
and negative line bundles. Then, from the relation of holomorphic vector bundles and
the existence of Yang-Mills connection on the stable bundle , we discuss how the weight














has appeared in physics literature especially concerning two-dimensioal conformal eld
theory,see reviews in [1-3], and many others. The modular form using the modular trans-
formation is dened as,
F ( 0) = (c + d)2kF () (2)
where 2k is called a weight. The automorphic form is the generalization of modular forms.
In this paper, we show how the weight of automorphic form is related to holomorphic line
bundle, especially, to positive and negative line bundles, i.e. with positive and negative
denite hermitian matrix which induce hermitian metrics on holomorphic line bundles,
respectively. The review on positive and negative line bundles and automorphic forms can
be found in [4,5]
Theory of Bundles has had number of applications in physics. Particularly since the
work of Atiyah and Bott[6] and Donaldson[7,8], the relation of holomorphic vector bundle
to Yang-Mills equations has been well-known giving rise to the study of topological eld
theories(for reviews see [11,12]). The existence of the Hermitian-Yang-Mills connections
in holomorphic vector bundles over an algebraic surface was shown by Donaldson in [8],
over compact Ka¨hler manifold by Uhlenbeck and Yau[9]. The solutions of the Hermitian-
Yang-Mills equations with a gauge group G can be considered as a holomorphic vector
bundle, where the Yang-Mills gauge eld Ai is a holomorphic connection on the bundle.
The review of vector bundle description and applications in string theory can also be found
in [10].
We explain how the notion of vector bundle arises from considering topologically non-
trivial gauge elds, then from the relations of automorphic forms and line bundles, shown
earlier, we discuss how the weight of automorphic forms can be related to Yang-Mills
connection on the bundle
Holomorphic Line Bundles and Automorphic forms
Let T be an abelian variety with a period matrix, n  2n marix ! = (!i)1in;12n,
i.e. with Cn = (z1; :::; zn) and with Z
2n as column vectors of length n and 2n. For any
elelment d = (d1; :::; d2n)T of Z2n, we put
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T = Cn=Γ (4)
where Γ is the lattice, such that, f!  d; d 2 Z2ng on Cn.
A holomorphic vector bundle p : B !T with the structure of Complex manifold on B,
such that for any x 2 T , there exists U 3 x in T and a trivialization called holomorphic
trivialization,
’U : BU ! U C
k (5)
A line bundle is a vector bundle of rank one.
Let  be the projection of Cn onto T. If p : B ! T is a holomorphic line bundle,
then its pull-back B is given by the following bre product
B = Cn T B = f(z; v); CB; (z) = p(v)g (6)
Since any holomorphic line bundle over Cn is analytically trivial, we have a trivial-
ization
 : B ! Cn C; (z; v)! (z; z(v)) (7)
of B. We dene a holomorphic map of B, called an automorphic factor, as follows,
f : Cn  Z2n ! C; f(z; d) := z+!d
−1
z (8)
and f satises the following conditions.
(i)For d1; d2 2 Z2n and z 2 Cn
f(z; d1 + d2) = f(z + !d1; d2)f(z; d2) (9)
(ii)Let  be the equivalence relation in Cn C dened by
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(z1; 1)  (z2; 2), there is d 2 Z
2n such that (10)
(z2; 2) = (z1 + !d; f(z1; d)1) (11)
Another way of putting condition(ii) is that two automorphic factors ;  are said to
be equivalent if there exists a holomorphic function g:Cn ! C such that
(z; d) = g(z + !d)(z; d)g−1(z) (12)
for all d 2 Z2n and z 2 Cn. Then the line bundle B over T is isomorphic to CnC= .
Automorphic factors of B depend on the choice of isomorphisms of (B) onto Cn C.
According to [6], we can take an automorphic factor f of B to have the following form.
For any z 2 Cn, and d 2 Z2n




where Q is an n  n matrix such that QT = −Q and A is a (2n  2n) matrix and b
is a real column vector of length 2n.
If B is a negative line bundle then we have a negative denite hermitian matrix
p
−1Q
which induces the hermitian metric on the bundle B over T.





h(z) = jf(z; d)j2h(z + !d) (15)
or
h(z + !d) = jf(z; d)j−2h(z) (16)
whereas for positive line bundle i.e. with positive denite hermitian matrix, we have
h(z + !d) = jf(z; d)j2h(z) (17)
(16) is an automorphic form with the negative weight and (17) with the positive
weight. Therefore the automorphic forms with positive and negative weight correspondes
to the positive and negative line bundles, respectively.
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Yang-Mills equations and Vector Bundles
Let G be a gauge group,  i(x) a matter eld in manifold M. Let’s consider a local
gauge transformation of  i’s which is
 i(x)! gij(x) 
j(x) (18)
where gij(x) is spacetime dependent. This is a satisfactory formulation of gauge theory
in topologically trivial space(such as an open ball etc.). However, in the topologically
nontrivial space(such as Riemann surface with genus n etc.), there are subtleties involved.
Knowing the formulation of gauge theories on the topologically trivial spaces (18) , we cover
the topologically nontrivial manifold with topologically trivial open sets U. Therefore a






where a dierent gij() for each U are used. If we let U = U \ U , then   and
  on U ought to be related by some gauge transformation, i.e.
  = g  on U (20)
There are some conditions that g must obey to satisfy (20). If Uγ = U\U \Uγ
then
ggγgγ = 1 on Uγ (21)




If g can be transformed into one, then  
i(x) can be dened throughout M i.e. M
must be a topologically trivial space. The magnetic monopoles and instantons, which are
of physical interests, are the topologically nontrivial gauge elds with the gauge group
U(1) and the non-abelian group, respectively. And a nontrivial gauge elds A()’s are








where g, called a transition function or automorphic factor from the previous sec-
tion, cannot all be set to one.
Now let’s consider the gauge eld A interacting with   on U. It is important to
note that observers in U and U cannot agree on the basis for the vector space Vx made of
elds  where x 2M , which results from the fact that the space is topologically nontrivial,
therefore, there is no one smoothly varying basis for the vector space Vx.
Since U and U cannot agree on the basis of Vx, the same eld  is described by
dierent functions  i(x) and  
i
(x) where  
i
(x) and  
i
(x) are related by (20). However,
the existence of Vx for each x is accepted by both U and U therefore yielding a smoothly
varying family of vector space Vx for all x in M, i.e. vector bundle with a gauge eld A
as a connection as in (23). If the trasition function g in (23) is holomorphic , then the
vector bundle is a holomorphic vector bundle.
This explains how the notion of vector bundle arises from considering topologically
nontrivial gauge elds as connections on the bundle. Donaldson showed[8],in case of non-
abelian gauge eld, the existence of Yang-Mills connection on the stable bundle over alge-
braic surface and Uhlenbeck and Yau[9] over compact Ka¨hler manifold.
The transition function , being holomorphic and hermitian, corresponds to the auto-
morphic factor from the previous section. We considered how the positive and negative
weight of automorphic forms are related to the positive and negative denite hermitian
matrix of line bundle,respectively. Therefore it leads to speculate positive and negative
denite transition functions being associated with the positive and negative weight of au-
tomorphic forms, respectively.
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